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Note: Attempt five questions including Q.no.l which is compulsory. I

SECTION-A

Q1 Attempt any ten questions of the following:- (2.5xlO=25)

(a) What is the code rate and constraint length for (3,1,3)

convolutional code?

(b)Why are trellis diagram preferred over state and tree diagrams for

convolutional encoders design?

(c) Define Free distance and correcting capability of a convolutional

codes.

(d)Name two algorithms used for decoding concolutional codes.

(e) Given a=11001101 and b=11010010 are two codewords of length

8. What is the hamming distance between the two codes?

(f) What is extended binary Golay code?

(g) Suppose we have an unbalanced coin that is three times more

likely to yield a head then a tail. What is the entropy of this

lanuage?

(h)What is meant by systematic and non-systematic code?

(i) How syndrome is calculated in Hamming codes and cyclic codes?

U) Define code efficiency.

(k)What are the advantages of cyclic codes?

SECTION-B

UNIT-I

Q2 (a) Define entropy and briefly state its properties. (4)

(b) Show that if H(yIX)=O,then Y is a function of X, ie for all x with

p(x»O, there is only one possible value of y with ptx.yp-O. (8.5)

OR

Define relative entropy and mutual information between two random

variables. (4)
The world series is a seven game series that terminate as soon as

either team wins four games. Let X be the random variables that

represents the outcome of a World Series between team P and Q; the

possible values of X are PPPP, QPQPQPQ and QQQPPPP. Let y be the

number of games played, which ranges from 4 to 7. Assuming that P

and Q are equally matched and the games are independent, calculate

H(X),H(Y),H(YiX) and H(XiY). (8.5)

UNIT-II

Q3 (a) Consider the code {O.Ol}. Is it instantaneous? Is it uniquely

decodable? Is it singular? (3)

(b) Find the binary and ternary Huffman codes for the random variable

X with probabilities p = (~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~). (9_5)
21'21'21'21'21'21

OR

Consider a random variable X which takes on 4 values with

b bili . (1 1 1 1)pro a 1rties p = _ - _ _ .
3'3'4'12
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Q. 4. State all the guidelines of Dr. Codd's for an OLAP system 'giving brief (12,5)..
" ',' 'description about each.

Q. 5. (a) What are the various models of OLAP? Explain each in detail,

(b) "What are the, various ways by which data is prepared for storage (~

thedatawarehouse?
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List out the various reasons why the traditional method of analysis

.provided in the datawarehouse are not sufficient?

, What ~re the possible aggregates in wFlIChthe fact tables may be

formed?
. 'j :

What are the various types of metadata? Explain in detail.

(a) What are tpe. basic components of a datawarehouse? Explain with

'I the help of a' diagram. ' '
! ,,-, '

(b) Suppose that a datawarehouse of sales consists of four dimensions,

namely, 'q~e, item, branch and location and two measures: dollars

sold and unit - sold. Draw a star schema and snowflake schema for
I ! :

the given datawarehouse.
1 i
1 "f

Define the following :
! j

(a) OL1P ,:

(b) Drill down and Rollup

(c) Joint AppiiJation Development (lAD)

(d) Starjoin a~d Starindex
I
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